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xecutive Order 13859—Maintaining American Leadership in Artificial Intelligence—
clearly states the goals and objectives of how government should pursue Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) technologies across the federal landscape.
Now it is the task of government leaders—working with their private sector partners—to
make this leadership vision a reality. Currently there are ambitious programs using AI/ML
capabilities being planned and executed.
In this special edition of On The FrontLines Magazine, 17 AI/ML current and former leaders from government and the private sector present down-to-earth, practical strategies for
implementing AI/ML technologies in your department or agency.
Start your learning experience by reading an exclusive interview with Lt Gen
Michael Groen, Director, Joint Artificial Intelligence Center (JAIC), Department
of Defense.
Continue by reading about the current progress and programs from leaders from
the Departments of Defense, Navy and Labor. They are joined by former federal IT executives and technologists from five leading government AI/ML providers.
Inside is a treasure trove of “news you can use” about AI/ML—exclusive comprehensive
content you won’t find in one easy to read package anywhere else. n
This special On The FrontLines Magazine is presented by:
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OTFL EXECUTIVE INTERVIEW

Lt Gen Michael Groen
Director
Joint Artificial Intelligence Center (JAIC)
Department of Defense

The Digital and Artificial Intelligence Office (CDAO) in the Pentagon
will streamline and enhance the efforts of the JAIC, the Chief Data Office and
the Defense Digital Services; all key organizations in transforming the Department.
Author’s Note
Thanks for giving us the opportunity to speak about the Department of Defense, the JAIC and
advancements in AI. There is a lot of work to be done and our focus this year is helping create
an integrated AI enterprise that sets up the Department to be AI ready by 2025 and AI competitive by 2027. How are we going to do that?
We now have an office, the Chief of Digital and Artificial Intelligence Office (CDAO) in the
Pentagon that will streamline and enhance the efforts of the JAIC, the Chief Data Office and
the Defense Digital Services; all key organizations in transforming the Department.
Beyond the organizational, we also have a really exciting initiative announced recently by
Deputy Secretary of Defense Hicks called “ADA”. The AI and Data Accelerator (ADA) will help
accelerate the adoption of data modernization and AI across the Department of Defense;
specifically, Joint Force commanders who urgently need data and AI-enabled capabilities to
achieve decision advantage.
The acronym itself is a shout-out to one of the very first programmers, Ada Lovelace. ADA is
designed to generate foundational capabilities through a multi-year series of implementation
experiments, each one purposely building understanding through successive and incremental
learning.
ADA has three components to build an AI-enabled Joint Force: Data, Analytics, and AI Implementation. ADA begins with the data environment. Operational data teams (led by the DoD
Chief Data Officer) will go to combatant commands to help find, generate, organize and curate
their data. This will help them predict data flows and understand how that data is used in a
crisis environment.
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in Government
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Building on the data environment, AI Expert Teams (AIETs) will work with the command
staffs to analyze their decision work-flows. Looking at their priority use-cases, the AIETs will
help identify where better decisions can be enabled through automation, data integration,
and human-machine teaming. When appropriate, the solutions will be scaled vertically and
horizontally to benefit the wider Joint force.
The AIETs will also begin to construct an integration layer that enables rapid additions of
AI capabilities from the Services, industry and other partners. There are several other DoD
partners that are going to surge into this acceleration. This set of experiments will be designed
to accelerate, illuminate, and scale our digital capabilities. We are lighting the fire for a transformed set of capabilities.

Q:
A:

What do you see as the most promising areas where AI can help DoD?
How do you think these capabilities could help the rest of government?

Lt Gen Groen: As we’ve discovered with commercial industry, AI is not just the token addition of a
few algorithms to a software stack. It is actually a transNot everyone has
formation of how we think about our knowledge envito understand data
ronment, and how we use data and AI to make faster
and better decisions. It means a whole new operating
science or be a coder
model for the way we execute our missions.
We believe scaling and integrating this capability will
in this modernized
be transformational. This is going to help us across
environment. It takes
the board. Decision-making, battlefield understanding,
logistics management, efficient management of battlea team of operators,
field resources, planning and simulating are all going to
practitioners,
be enhanced.
Similarly, the ability of our force to operate with
technologists,
greater safety and precision will be key. Use-cases are
visionaries and leaders.
everywhere, but they do not fully capture the transformational nature of these technologies applied to our
problem sets. It is a new way of operating (informed,
efficient, effective, safe) that is the real story.
Artificial Intelligence will provide significant advantage to the full-range of DoD operations,
giving us an information and operational edge. It is foundational to the Department’s innovation agenda, and leverages what the commercial environment has already learned.
When you think about the missions of the rest of government, you can readily see the parallels to what is already out there in industry and how any large scale data enterprise can gain
from this. AI and related technologies serve as a capability multiplier across almost every arm
of government—giving organizations, agencies, and taxpayers more effective and efficient services. The military applications create similar advantages.
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in Government
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The AI work DoD is doing has potential to benefit the whole range of tasks that governments
execute. DoD missions span from healthcare, logistics, efficient application of capabilities,
planning, continuous situational awareness, cyber network security and global operations on
land, sea, air and space. There are parallels and lessons learned that can be leveraged across
the US government.
The JAIC and DoD have partnered with many government partners on AI adoption efforts
— from government working groups to operational AI efforts — including COVID responses,
healthcare, humanitarian assistance, disaster relief, and fighting wild fires out West.

Q:
A:

What has been the biggest lesson
the JAIC has learned about AI?

Lt Gen Groen: That’s easy, but the answer might surprise you. Successful AI adoption is
not so much a technology challenge as it is a cultural transformation challenge. AI makes
the Department rethink how it does business. When
you look at your challenges through the lenses of data,
AI and software capabilities, it opens up a completely
different set of opportunities. Historically, our processEach person in
es were centered on the acquisition of hardware, after
the DoD needs to
a long period of requirement optimization.
Today, a growing number of our capabilities come
understand why AI is
from software. Software capability development is
vital and those that that
done quite differently, where your requirement evolves
with the delivery of capability. It’s a virtuous cycle of
will benefit from this
optimization and expansion. Today, as we learn to be
better in developing iterative software approaches we
transformation need to
sometimes bump into our formal processes for hardstart thinking about AI
ware acquisition. This is a set of cultural artifacts that
we have to overcome.
implementation now.
To take advantage of what we see all around us, our
people also need to learn about, gain the right skills
for, and embrace in an AI-enabled future. The future of
AI in the DoD relies on the Department’s ability to build and develop a workforce for the digital
era. An AI ready workforce is essential to delivering AI at scale.
This is another area of potential misunderstanding. Not everyone has to understand data
science or be a coder in this modernized environment. It takes a team of operators, practitioners, technologists, visionaries and leaders to fully realize the potential of this transformative
technology.
The DoD recognizes this and is working holistically to grow an AI-ready workforce. In 2020,
the DoD released its DoD AI Educational Strategy that guides the education for both technical
and non-technical roles, across all grades and ranks, civilian and military. Over the past year,
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in Government
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the JAIC has led a series of training pilots for several different AI ‘archetypes’ — capturing the
wide range of skills necessary to build a coherent and integrated set of capabilities for our
warfighters.
That complements the great work of the individual Services, the Combatant Commands,
and many others. The JAIC interacts with this broad range of stakeholders daily, and hosts
annual DoD AI Symposiums that bring together the DoD AI ecosystem for several days of conversations and sessions.
Each person in the DoD needs to understand why AI is vital and those that that will benefit
from this transformation need to start thinking about AI implementation now. We look at AI
readiness as a core element of our national and military competitiveness. This is a high-stakes
competition, and we are working fast to build an integrated and truly competitive enterprise.

Q:
A:

How is AI helping in your Cyber Detection and Response?

Lt Gen Groen: There are obvious sensitivities around this. We see both sides of the cyber
coin. On one hand, we know that AI capabilities are a target that our opponents will try to attack. We have worked diligently with multiple partners to
protect the integrity of our data, training environments
and algorithms. At the same time, AI is a critical tool for
The Tradewind
detecting cyber activity, identifying threats, and generatconsortium enables
ing responses. For example, government cyber analysts
wanted to improve their ability to detect malicious cythe DoD to quickly
ber activity on their network. One of our recent projects,
and repeatedly
MADHAT, was developed at the University of Maryland’s
Laboratory of Physical Sciences and operationalized by
identify, acquire, and
the DoD. MADHAT is a software search tool that uses AI
operationalize critical
to automate network behavior analysis of IP addresses
in a computer network. It greatly accelerates the disAI technologies
covery of suspicious activity for human analysts. It is
currently supporting thousands of users, at a number
from traditional
of government laboratories, universities, and industrial
and non-traditional
locations.

Q:
A:

How is AI helping in the Healthcare
of your Warfighters?

companies.

Lt Gen Groen: The health of DoD’s military service members is critical to U.S. national
security, as it impacts the readiness and effectiveness of the fighting force. The JAIC is
focused on improving medical outcomes using military health data through the successful
integration of AI applications.
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One of the advantages DoD has in leveraging machines to assist with healthcare diagnoses
are the great data repositories we have on medical records going back years. This is a gold
mine of tissue samples, x-rays, medical records and other sources of data that can support
both research and diagnosis. In partnership with DIU and industry, JAIC has fielded Augmented Reality Microscopes (ARMs) to ten military treatment facilities and VA hospitals.
These microscopes leverage computer vision and machine learning to help practitioners
identify cancerous regions on pathology tissue slides. Fielding algorithmic tools to accelerate
and improve medical diagnosis is one area where DoD really shines. But it is not just diagnosis. AI can leverage medical data to allow clinicians to predict future risk of injuries, assess
risks of medical separation or ensure access to the right specialized care.
For example, we developed a tool called the Medical Evaluation Readiness Information
Tool (MERIT) that matches service members’ personnel and medical records against known
disability and treatment timelines. It also delivers AI-enhanced business practices and clinical
decision support to enable doctors to detect potential health issues.
One of the most important challenges we are trying to address is suicide among service-members. The JAIC and a multidisciplinary team of experts from academia, private technology, and data science firms are developing an AI-informed suicide intervention and prevention risk model, the Commander’s Risk Mitigation Dashboard, that will improve a leader’s
situational awareness of when members of their team may be at elevated risk for a variety of
destructive behaviors.

Q:

T he private sector has been putting considerable time and resources into developing
AI capabilities. How can Government partner with the private sector to capitalize on
this work?

A:

Lt Gen Groen: It is no mystery why both the government and private sectors are investing in this exploding industry. In what is anticipated to be a $16T industry in the next
decade, there is enormous power for making lives better, making economic activity more robust and a host of other benefits. American military and economic competitiveness is rooted
in American innovation, especially in AI.
Fortunately, our superb universities and fast-growing businesses are some of the global
drivers of AI and AI-related technologies. It is critical that DoD leverages this expertise. AI and
AI-enabling technologies are advancing at rates unprecedented in history. It is only natural
that the DoD leverages these technologies for the same reasons many other industries do.
Making better decisions based on data, ensuring greater productivity of our processes, gaining efficiency and effectiveness of our expenditures; all are hallmarks of a modernized Department that seeks to gain the best return on the investments made in our Service members.
The ethical application of AI helps us operate safely, reliably, and responsibly.
Thankfully, we have partnered with a large number of great companies in the private sector.
We have great relationships with the tech-industry majors, Defense contractors, and an ex-
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panding portfolio of small innovative firms. We continue to enjoy great partnerships, and hope
to expand the number of technology companies we work with.
The JAIC has created several new contract vehicles that streamline our process and make it
easier and faster to acquire the needed technologies and expertise to successfully transform
the Department.
The first of our vehicles, the Tradewind consortium enables the DoD to quickly and repeatedly identify, acquire, and operationalize critical AI technologies from traditional and non-traditional companies.
“Tradewind” provides market research through easy-to-use collaboration tools, facilitates
agreements, provides business process that supports the acquisition cycle — from ideation to
transition, and facilitates teaming arrangements built on the collective expertise of industry,
academic, and DoD partners. (www.tradewindai.com)
As AI requirements become more and more complex, there is an increasing demand for
a “try-before-buy” capability for “demo testing” of existing AI solutions. “Try AI” uses a merit-based Commercial Solutions Opening approach to order demos of innovative commercial
solutions, leveraging funds or access to data to enable a more robust DoD-wide awareness
of potential capabilities. n
About The Author

Lieutenant General Michael S. Groen assumed his current position as the Director, Joint
Artificial Intelligence Center on 1 October 2020. As a member of the JAIC team, he leads the
transformation of U.S. Joint warfighting and departmental processes through the integration
of Artificial Intelligence.
Prior to this nomination, General Groen was assigned to the National Security Agency and
served as the Deputy Chief of Computer Network Operations, leading this premier Computer
Network Exploitation organization. In 2018/2019, he served as the Director for Intelligence,
Joint Staff (J2) in direct support of the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs and the Joint Staff. He
also served as the Vice J2. Prior to his Joint Staff assignments, General Groen served as
the Director of Marine Corps Intelligence (DIRINT) where he championed the redesign of
intelligence capabilities into a Marine Corps Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance
Enterprise (MCISRE).
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Responding At The Need
Of Mission Speed

The JAIC — Joint Artificial Intelligence Center — is working to reduce AI barriers
so DOD can actually implement AI capabilities with less effort and less cost.

O

ver the past two years, there has been a change in the mindset at DOD with respect to AI.
The types of arguments made in the past about were about whether or not AI
was important; and whether or not now was the right time for DOD to be accelerating the
adoption of AI.
That discussion is essentially over. The leadership of the Department by and large “gets
it”; and that’s true in each of the services,
Gregory Allen
that’s true in the combatant commands
Director of Strategy & Policy
and that’s true in the Office of the SecreDOD Joint Artificial Intelligence Center tary of Defense.
(JAIC)
And it’s just one illustration of the priorDepartment of Defense
itization that the Department has put on AI.
My own organization — the Joint Artificial
Intelligence Center (JAIC) — was elevated to be a direct report to the Deputy Secretary of Defense — the number two person for the entire three million plus department.

Accelerating ADA
DOD is moving from one-off types of projects that demonstrate and illustrate the capabilities
of AI towards thinking about what are the technical barriers that make adopting AI difficult.
Further, how do we make those barriers reduced so that more folks can actually implement AI
capabilities with less effort and less cost?
At the JAIC, we are doing two specific things to reduce the technical barriers and accelerate AI.
The first exciting opportunity is the Accelerating Data and AI Initiative or ADA that began in
June 2021.
We recognize as we’re developing more AI enabled capabilities in our research institutions
and our program offices, concurrently we also need to be modifying the infrastructure and approaches at the combatant commands so these capabilities can more quickly and effectively
be integrated.
That gives us the capabilities to ensure that different data sets coming off the real diversity
of technological systems that exist in the combatant command can effectively share data.
Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in Government
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And make that data available for machine learning algorithms that improve their performance
as they’re exposed to more and better quality and more diverse data sets.
So ADA is a really exciting initiative that the JAIC is leading but is really involving the activities of so many different organizations across the DOD including the CIO, the CDO and the
combatant commands themselves.

Joint Common Foundation
Secondly there is the Joint Common Foundation which recognizes that cloud first software
systems really need to be born in a cloud-enabled environment that enables what we call the
Dev/Sec/Ops approach.
This is a different mindset because cloud first software is delivered as a service unlike traditional software systems in DOD where you might
burn the software onto CD-ROM, install once and
then forget about for the next five years.
The good news is that mindset is really being
erased across DOD.
The Joint Common Foundation is a software
development environment that includes, not only
all of the best practices and tooling that software
developers have come to expect in commercial inGregory Allen spoke at the Federal Executive
dustry, but also some of the secret sauce capabilForum on Federal News Radio
ities that AI and ML software in particular needs.
We hit initial operating capability at the beginning of 2021 and we’ve now on-boarded programs from each of the armed services. People are actually finding that developing AI capabilities when you do it in the Joint Common Foundation you have a faster and more effective
path to getting the capabilities into the hands of your end users and then iteratively updating
those systems.

AI/ML-enabled Cyber Defenses
Working in partnership with US Cyber Command and others we are using AI for cyber intrusion
detection and for network analysis and anomaly detection.
The amount of cyber data flowing through a network at any given moment is extraordinary.
Most of the activity follows somewhat regular patters, but there is also the occasional blip that
looks different from other types of things. In traditional software you would create a rule that
says that anytime something comes in looking like this flag it for human review. And that would
be a traditional software approach.
But with AI and ML you don’t necessarily have to tell the cyber system this is what I’m specifically looking for to execute this rule in order to find those sorts of things. You can just give
it examples of anomalies and it will come up with the rules by itself for the best way to detect
those; that’s in a supervised ML environment.
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There’s also unsupervised ML where it can just say I have analyzed all of your data and here
are the parts of your cyber network data that look the least like traditional traffic patterns or
traditional user activities.
That really helps accelerate speed and efficacy of our cyber warfighters and our cyber defenders because they don’t have to actually go through and manually review all of this stuff.
The AI systems can identify and prioritize what they should be working on in a given day by
saying: This is the stuff that looks most interesting so start here.

AI Evolution
We are evolving from an era in which AI is difficult to implement and requires a great level
of expertise. We are moving quickly into an era into
in which an AI is an expected aspect of your daily life
whether that’s in the business enterprise of DOD or
whether that’s actually in warfighting operations.
We are moving
For example, on the business side, the budget, financial and contracting data of DOD look like phone
quickly into an era
book thick reports. If you want to understand and
into in which an AI
analyze that data you have to read hundreds or thousands of pages of documents and in some cases as
is an expected aspect
with contractor, millions of documents.
of your daily life.
So we actually partnered with the Navy to create a
new capability which uses ML and natural language
processing which is a subdomain of ML. Now we are
going to be analyzing the budget data and contracting
data so you can actually move from a report you have to read to a cloud enabled application
that you can query and search from.
For instance you could reach into the 60 million contracting documents that DOD has
executed over the past decade or so and you could say “show me all of the contracts that
look like this one?” That is a very different relationship between information that a typical
analyst or typical user will have in the future than the one they have today.
Not only will this performance be incredible but it will be continually updated. In working
with the Navy’s Advana team, when I have said I need the system in development to have
this capability or feature, they come back to me the next day, the next week and it’s already
upgraded to be what we need the system to do.
That is a totally different relationship that DOD organizations used to have with the creation of software enabled technology. This used to be years-long development efforts, but
now we are totally revamping our data infrastructure and our software development infrastructure so that it can respond at the speed of mission need. n
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A Strong Foundation
For Growth

The Department of Labor’s (DOL) foundation not only matches up with the culture
changing possibilities, but also DOL’s technical capabilities to make it happen.

A

t the Department of Labor (DOL), the focus is on: How do we provide new opportunities to ad-

vance the mission? That translates into not just doing “cool” things for cool sake, but focusing
on how you enable the mission and how we are improving the work that we’re doing now in a
fully shared services environment for IT.

We are at more of a foundational level; and while DOL values emerging technologies and we
are starting to make some really good headway there, at the same time we are thinking about
how cost factors into that. So to make it a
Sanjay Koyani
reality there are three foundational areas
Chief Technology Officer
that we’ve focused on.
Department of Labor
One is we’ve created a new CTO branch
on technologies. Its focus is on how do we
identify pilot programs and advanced emerging technologies within a cabinet level agency.
And this includes hiring staff that can really support, talk about and champion the work. That
is really key.
We are also building an enterprise architecture and IT governance process to support the
use of emerging technologies. This includes as part of that, not just the infrastructure but also
what’s the model we’re using to incubate and test these new technologies that are coming
in. That includes discovery, prioritization, doing proof of concepts and piloting. Finally what is
the funding model for that as we think about how we scale emerging technologies within the
department.

Enterprise-wide RPA
And then most recently we have established an enterprise-wide RPA capability for automation. We want to be a leader in this area and so today we have four RPA bots that deployed
around purchasing, acquisitions, market research and other early tasks.
We have one on data cleansing for an HR performance review that’s going on and we have
several more of the pipeline. These are all very foundational starts to really get the agency
to buy into the concept, see the value and for us to make sure that the cost and benefits are
mapping out in other cases. And if it’s not a good approach, we’ll chalk that up to testing and
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evaluation. But all this has given people the ability to experiment in a safe environment. That’s
been really good.
As this is unfolding, we see the real need for education. The technology part is a lot easier
that getting people to understand the value and the impact. We need to have the discussions
around costs and the responsible use of things like AI. That active education component —
and the culture change it fosters — has been really crucial to get people to want to adopt, buy
in and actually make things happen.
The other is just the emphasis on the need for strong data. On that front we have two parallel efforts. One is not just how are we doing emerging technologies, but how do we make
sure that we have the data infrastructure in place so we can fully leverage the value of AI and
ML. Without those two things happening in combination you really can’t leverage the value in
that area quickly. The bottom line is at DOL a lot
of foundational things are happening here, while
at the same time creating a strong infrastructure
so that DOL can really take a lead role in this area.

Profile of Success
From a foundational aspect DOL is doing a number of things.
Recently we have been piloting form organizSanjay Koyani spoke at the Federal Executive
er using AI to help DOL process worker eligibility
Forum on Federal News Radio
forms faster and automate the manual processes
for a faster, quicker approach to customer service that usually took a lot of human hours.
We’re looking at that as a service that we offer.
At a more of a complex level, our office has been partnering with DOL’s veterans and employment training services to pilot AI tools that can be used to more successfully transition
veterans, service members, military spouses and other active duty members to civilian employment by trying to match their skills with employers and their education.
Currently transitioning service members have to navigate a sea of support and information
systems that can lead to a number of challenges and finding the right opportunities.
In the pilot we are leveraging AI to pull information from a number of sources and then
adding intelligence on top of it. In that way vets and their spouses can recommendations with
options for what might be better ways to re-enter the workforce.
As we are starting to look at these more complex cases and piloting it out, we are eager to
see what the possibilities are not only with helping to drive that mission support but also how
do we look at responsible AI and ensuring that it’s helping to make the right decisions.
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Future Vision
We are going to be more AI and data ready and I think that whole culture change piece is
super critical and so how do we make sure that the agency is much more attuned to how we
leverage these AI capabilities.
Our mission is ensuring the welfare of our job seekers, enabling workers, protecting benefits and rights of
We are going to be
workers so they can retire with dignity. There are an
incredible number of areas that we could speed the
more AI and data
eligibility determinations, free up backlogs, and really
ready and I think
drive value in what the agency is doing. And as everybody experiences this future where we are asked to do
that whole culture
more with less and it seems that there are more rechange piece is super
quirements coming from Congress, we need to speed
things up with less funding and staffing to make that
critical and so how
happen. That’s why we are really focused on that data
infrastructure and that starts not only with our AI/ML
do we make sure that
capabilities, but also with our data foundation.
the agency is much
So if you have faulty data, you have faulty decisions;
you’ve got lack of quality data; you have lack of qualimore attuned to how
ty decisions. Again we have a parallel process and in
we leverage these AI
the next couple of years we hope will catch up to one
another.
capabilities.
One is stronger better quality data and structured
data and then how it’s going to be leveraged around
our AI/ML capabilities. That foundation not only matches up with the culture changing possibilities, but then also our technical capabilities to make it happen.
So we’ll be looking at our foundational work, we’ll be looking at how data, AI and ML are
going to be jointly synced and how we build up that infrastructure. n
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Navigating AI At Navy

The key mental model Navy employs is the AI stack. Always start with a problem first,
not AI because AI is not going to be a solution in every case.

M

y challenge is the Navy is a 245 year old organization. The Navy wasn’t born digital and currently we are in the middle of shifting to become more digital. We are
laying the keel, that foundation — because this is absolutely necessary if your aim
is to scale technologies like AI.
When we talk about AI in the Navy, we recognize AI as a constellation of technologies across
five bands that include Robotic Process Automation (RPA), Intelligent Automation (IA), cognitive analytics, narrow AI and even general AI.
The technology is straight forward in
many cases, but changing the culture and
Brett Vaughan
the way we think and act to do AI right is
Chief Artificial Intelligence Officer
one of the biggest challenges. Looking at a
Department of the Navy
problem first is what I call the AI calculus of
determining whether or not AI is even the “right hammer for your given nail”.
When we break a problem down and if AI could be the solution, we work through the stack.
That isn’t just software; it’s data, it’s transport, it’s compute, it’s models, it’s algorithms and
several other components that have to be composed, held, kept coherent, secured, tested,
evaluated and sustained along a consistent continuum.
If you crack open the Navy and look at the development of AI, it’s really going to end up
serving two ends. It’s either going to fuel some level of autonomy in an unmanned system; or
it’s going to fuel or propel some type of decision aid. That decision aid could be on the bridge
of a ship in the middle of the ocean or it could be back in the Pentagon.
The challenge of managing that continuum of keeping the stack solvent from the Pentagon
to the middle of the Pacific Ocean is one of the unique challenges we have as a department.

AI In Action
Almost every day I work with the JAIC and recently we have developed the ability to actually
do an inventory and view what’s going on. Also recently our MG-25 Stingray, which is the first
unmanned vehicle to operate off an aircraft carrier, just successfully refueled an E2 to a
Hawkeye and an F-35 Joint Strike fighter. And on September 9, 2021 the Navy commissioned
Task Force 59 which is the unmanned AI Task Force for the 5th Fleet.
Further, during the past couple of years, Navy Seals are using AI in ways that makes me very
proud. AI use extends across all services and it’s really a reaction to the recent final report of
the National Security Commission on AI which put DOD on a very short game clock to be AI
enabled by 2025.
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So there is urgency and if you crack that report open it’s huge — 1800 pages and hundreds
of recommendations. There is a lot of work to do in your basic service responsibilities to man
train and equip to be a more effective player on the AI field.
One thing the Navy is doing to meet our 2025 goal is establishing AI task forces at each of
our “type” commanders. What I mean by that is
our undersea warfare, surface warfare, aviation,
special operations and information.
We are establishing task forces that address
both the technological side and the practice side.
Organizations are determining whether a problem
can improved with AI or not. Then if it can, to develop the stack and then work the stack through their
given mission area.
Brett Vaughan spoke at the Federal Executive
AI is a general purpose technology, but in its
Forum on Federal News Radio
application it has to be tailored and customized
to a problem specific and context dependent situation. The algorithm I build or develop for
a submariner is very different than one I would build for a jet pilot; they have different operating environments, different velocities, different data,
different transport and the stack is different.
It is critical that we get each of those folks in those
AI is really going to
mission areas to understand what AI is, what its potenend up serving two
tial is and then how you craft it to answer their needs
and problem. Then, the the entire service approach to
ends. It’s either going
tackling both technology and practice is one thing is
to fuel some level
the same.
It’s come a long way over the last year. We now have
of autonomy in an
task forces in each one of our type commanders and
unmanned system;
they are making terrific progress.

Future Efforts

or it’s going to fuel or
propel some type of
decision aid.

The Navy has been involved in AI for decades since
the 1950s. We established a Navy center for applied
research and AI at the Navy Research Lab in 1981 and
we have been very active. The Navy needs to move a
lot of that R&D into the field. It’s a priority because we
have to start to get used to the technology. Increased exposure will help build trust and confidence, but for me in the next 2-3 year window, AI has a technological side and a cultural side.
On the technology side, a lot of that means moving from the lab to the fleet is about “edge”
AI. So it is our intent not only to upgrade our technology kit but our practices to move impactful
AI to the “edge” and for us that would be a ship, an aircraft, a Navy Seal.
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On the cultural side, there’s a lot of talk about one of the reasons AI is hard, difficult and so
expensive is because of the expertise required right now. Improving our AI knowledge among
our sailors and marines is one of our highest priorities right now.
I am looking to see progress at the whole Naval education enterprise — The Navy Community College, the Naval Academy, Post Grad School and the Naval War College — in conjunction
and in concert with our government partners and in academia.
We also have strong relationships right now with academia including Stanford, MIT and
Carnegie Mellon. We hope to grow that and knit that into a cohesive fabric that will elevate
our personnel organically and better equip them to do the AI calculus — matching and working
through the stack as well as adopting those digital practices that I think are so critical and
important to effective AI development and application. n
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DOD’s Journey Towards
Intelligent Automation

There’s a lot of movement in DOD to expand and build applications using AI
and ML technologies. That’s Intelligent Automation. That’s exciting.

W

hat started three years ago as a Robotics Process Automation (RPA) program has evolved
into what we now call Intelligent automation (IA).

At the outset, we looked at the RPA opportunity space within our financial
management programs to see how can we improve our processes. It quickly morphed beyond
that so we could not only build it for our financial management processes, but could we also
build a shared service, a platform that could help promulgate this technology across the DOD.
Right out of the gate we partnered with
other organizations inside of DOD. For exErica Thomas
ample, Army was one of our initial partners
Program Manager,
and we stood up an RPA infrastructure on
Robotics Process Automation (RPA)
our shared service platform housed on AdOffice of the Secretary of Defense
vana, which is DOD’s advanced data anDepartment of Defense
alytic platform that any group within DOD
interested in using RPA can come and connect to the platform. It makes it a lot easier; it
removes many — but not all — of the barriers and challenges that groups are facing. Now they
can start their programs and or mature them with have better management oversight of their
programs.
Today we have 25 different tenants on the platform across DOD leveraging the RPA service
platform. That’s been a really good success story and we are planning to have more than one
RPA vendor offering on that platform making it a really good growth opportunity. Plus we really
haven’t had to advertise the service that much. Word has spread.
We started with RPA, but we are very aware that RPA has limitations as to what it can do.
RPA is great for those standard repetitive tasks. That was apparent right out of the gate. But
many applications are not going to be solved with RPA. A lot of them require additional technologies such as AI and ML.
So recently, we partnered with the Joint Artificial Intelligence Center (JAIC) to do prototypes
of how can we weave in ML in conjunction with RPA to build that continuum to develop more
advanced automation solutions that go just beyond RPA technology.
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The bottom line is we are going to see a lot of movement in DOD to expand and build applications using AI and ML technologies. That’s exciting.

Data Entry Success
A big success is the prototype that we partnered with the Defense Innovation Unit and the
JAIC to build and we’re actually in the process of deploying this into production.
One of the very first automations we built for RPA was actually automating the data entry
into an accounting system to clear unmatched transactions. And even though it was just the
data entry piece, we soon found this was saving a significant amount of time for the groups
that were using it.
At the same time, we recognized there was still
a lot of time and effort being spent doing the research for identifying what is the corrective action that needs to happen; what is that entry that
needs to occur in the accounting system to clear
that unmatched. We recognized there were additional opportunities to use other technologies to
make a more robust impactful solution for our
Erica Thomas spoke at the Federal Executive
agencies.
Forum on Federal News Radio
Our action plan was to use ML and a lot of the
data that is already consumed on a regular basis on Advana. We built models that can predict — based on how prior unmatched transactions were cleared — how we can clear new unmatched transactions that have come into the queue. So that was our initial use case. We’ve
built that out, we’ve proven it and now we’re in the process of deploying that out to defense
agencies in DOD and we’re excited to get that into the hands of the users.

Future Vision
We have a number of things in the pipeline, but there are three that I’m most excited about.
First is removing additional barriers. We have a shared service platform and that helps
eliminate some of the barriers of entry for people getting started like RPA. But we know there
is still more so what can we do there as a shared service to eliminate some of those additional
challenges. One thing we recently did is deploy an unattended RPA infrastructure that again
is available for other groups to use.
We also are looking at potentially piloting a capability where we can offer virtual work spaces within the Advana environment for both development and run time, helping groups develop
their own virtual environments.
I think the second area is really just expanding and getting more use cases that are going
beyond RPA. What can we do with machine learning in conjunction with RPA and AI, but potentially even getting beyond RPA. Maybe we have some use cases that don’t that don’t have
any RPA components. I think we’ll be building that inventory and hopefully we’ll be having more
pilots, more deployments of solutions that expand into intelligent automation.
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Then the third area is growing the inherent capability within our workforce. While our industry partners are always super critical and will remain very important, we need to adopt
and embrace emerging technology and ingrain that in our government workforce and culture.
Training is paramount.
I see a lot in this space now where we’ve got a pretty
heavy reliance on contractors; but I think as we embrace this technology across the department in DOD
Today we have 25
there’s going to be further adoption; and again ingraindifferent tenants on
ing that within our workforce and getting folks trained
and comfortable with that. n
the platform across

DOD leveraging the
RPA service platform.
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How to Manage the Crunch
of Real-Time Data-Intensive
Workloads for Federal Agencies
To effectively work with data in real time, agencies need a platform built to handle
current and future data demands.

T

he challenge federal agencies face with data isn’t just one of constantly exploding volume. It’s also one of velocity — the ability to ingest, analyze and draw value from that
data in a relative blink of the eye. Too often, however, they’re working with systems and
tools designed for a smaller scale and more deliberate pace of operations.
To effectively work with data in real time, they need a platform built to handle current and
future data demands. Like other sectors,
Srini V Srinivasan
data is the lifeblood of government agenFounder and Chief Product Officer
cies, whether they’re dealing with threat
Aerospike
assessments, troop deployments, disaster
relief applications or park visitation permits. The Federal Data Strategy mandates that agencies leverage the full value of their data
in aiding decision making, while also ensuring security, privacy and confidentiality. They’re
also dealing with increasingly massive amounts of data — including data from the Internet of
Things (IoT), mobile users and applications — in addition to the imperative to process that data
in real time.
One way to meet that challenge is with a small-footprint, real-time data platform that can
give them centralized control of their data within the limits of their budgets.

Data-Driven Decisions at the Speed of Events
Challenge: Too much data in too many places
Agencies looking to access and analyze the data they collect face several built-in hurdles
that block the path to meeting federal mandates for turning that data into actionable information while complying with security and privacy requirements.
Disparate technologies and architectures. The mounting volume of data is coming in multiple formats from a growing number of sources, including cloud applications and IoT sensors.
Agencies’ data stores often are siloed, incompatible and lack the automation required for
easy retrieval. Legacy systems were never designed with this kind of data in mind.
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Proprietary systems and solutions. Legacy systems aren’t equipped for real-time data
sharing because of incompatible, proprietary formats and an inability to accommodate advanced technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI). This works against the goal of using
data in a timely fashion.
Organizational silos. Agencies have different structures and missions, which can slow or
prevent information sharing, even with the latest technology tools.
Dispersed geographic locations. Agencies’ reach, whether across the country or around
the globe, throws other hurdles in the way. For example, emergency response or military missions could be in remote areas. And mobility further complicates the decision-making process
since it may depend on the location of a user — or multiple users — on the move.
Solution: Tools for putting data into action
With the right platform, agencies can ingest, analyze and make use of data in real time,
and do it at any scale and with constant uptime. Among the tools that can make this possible:
• A flash-optimized storage layer, treating flash as
memory, which provides accelerated input/output
operations, higher performance, and small-footprint scalability.
One way to meet
• Storage indices in dynamic random-access memory, with data on optimized solid-state drives, which
that challenge is
provides predictable performance at any scale.
with a small-footprint,
• A multithreaded, massively parallel design for scaling up or out, adding that capacity while using as
real-time data platform
few nodes as possible.
that can give agencies
• Self-healing clusters, providing a single hop to data
along with superior uptime, availability, and reliacentralized control of
bility.
These elements can create a hybrid architecture that
their data within the
can produce five key outcomes:
limits of their budgets.
Ingesting and analyzing big data. A distributed system that incorporates flash storage with the latest hardware technology, the cloud and extreme-scale applications can bring immediate access to data, no matter
the source or location.
Centralizing systems in real time. A platform that combines systems and scales on the
fly can put control of the data into a central panel. It also can incorporate all of an agency’s
historical data, putting everything at your fingertips.
Integrating modern applications with legacy systems. A flexible system that can incorporate input from different software utilities, such as Hadoop or Spark, can also make use of
machine learning (ML) and AI to, for example, track a cyberthreat in real time.
Delivering new services in near-real time. A real-time platform can deliver new services
highly efficiently. For example, it could allow IT teams to implement in an hour a new service
that otherwise would take a day to deploy.
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Lower total cost of ownership (TCO). An edge-to-core platform that delivers five-nines
uptime and predictable high performance at any scale while maintaining a small network footprint can also substantially lower the TCO, enabling the lowest possible spending on capital
and operational expenditures. n
About The Author

Srini V Srinivasan is a Founder and Chief Product Officer at Aerospike. When it comes to
databases, Mr. Srinivasan is one of the recognized pioneers of Silicon Valley. He has two decades of experience designing, developing and operating high scale infrastructures. He also
has over a dozen patents in database, web, mobile and distributed systems technologies.
Srini co-founded Aerospike to solve the scaling problems he experienced with Oracle databases while he was Senior Director of Engineering at Yahoo. Srini has a B.Tech, Computer
Science from Indian Institute of Technology, Madras and both an M.S. and Ph.D. in Computer
Science from the University of Wisconsin-Madison.
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AI and Automation: The Next
Leap in Federal Cybersecurity
This combination of power and portability gives agencies an in-house
AI security capability they can use to protect sensitive data and operational
technology (OT) environments.

F

ederal agencies have been harnessing some form of artificial intelligence (AI) and automation for years. While government has gained an increased understanding of how
to do robotic process automation (RPA), many users are still operating in the nascent
stages — using the technology to do rote tasks at speed.
This means agencies are only utilizing a fraction of RPA’s potential. Part of the challenge
now is getting agencies pointed in the direction of AI-informed RPA — intelligent automation
(IA). When you start introducing IA and letting the algorithm have access to different sources
of data and different kinds of connections, it can both improve productivity and raise the
stakes for cybersecurity.
Fortunately, this move to from ‘simple RPA’ to IA is also playing out in cybersecurity in
a fashion that addresses two biggest conJim Richberg
cerns we’re seeing from federal partners —
how do we deal with all of the security data
Public Sector Field CISO
coming in from sensors, and how do we reand VP of Information Security
spond when we see threats or anomalies?
Fortinet

Addressing Pain Points
Federal agencies have come to us wanting options and solutions for dealing with the torrent of security-related data being generated by network devices and sent to their operation
centers. One agency told us they receive 50 TB of data per day and keeping up with that torrent of information is impossible task for analysts. However, RPA and IA can help make sense
of this data flow in real time.
The same goes for the second challenge facing federal agencies — how and when to respond to potential security problems. In an age when ransomware can rapidly encrypt key portions of an agency’s data, security orchestration and response must leverage IA to respond in
seconds. Humans simply can’t identify and quarantine threats that quickly.
AI-driven RPA applications like FortiAI are designed to address both of these pain points.
They alleviate the tedious manual investigation of security alerts and threat response by automatically investigating and classifying threats and malware outbreaks in seconds and blocking them in the network.
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Tools Turn Challenge Into Opportunity
These tools can also turn a challenge into an opportunity. For many organizations, the sheer
size and complexity of their digital attack surface can
be overwhelming. But specialized security AI can turn
a complex IT environment into a collection platform
Fortinet has been
capable of detecting malicious cyber activity before it
succeeds and of learning from attacks directed against
developing and using
other targets.
AI in an
This AI-driven cybersecurity is only getting more powerful. Fortinet has been developing and using AI in an
ever-expanding part
ever-expanding part of its cybersecurity product portof its cybersecurity
folio for more than 10 years. Much of the core power
of its enterprise-grade solutions also can be achieved
product portfolio for
in smaller versions of AI consisting of millions — as opmore than 10 years.
posed to billions — of neural network nodes.
Similarly, while Fortinet’s Fabric AI solution learns
from an average of 100 billion pieces of data each
day, research has demonstrated that a much smaller set of custom-curated training data is
enough information to enable the lightweight version of this security AI to be 99%+ accurate
out of the box; and to rapidly become more accurate as it learns from customer data.
This combination of power and portability gives agencies an in-house AI security capability
they can use to protect sensitive data and operational technology (OT) environments.
The federal government is only just discovering the power of AI-driven automated cyber
operations. But agencies shouldn’t fear diving in, since there are proven and powerful commercial solutions they can leverage to take the leap into the next level of cybersecurity.
With a partner like Fortinet Federal, IT managers can harness leading-edge solutions to
some of the most complex cyber challenges we face today. nx
About The Author

Mr. Richberg’s role as a Fortinet CISO leverages his 30+ years’ experience leading and driving innovation in cybersecurity, threat intelligence, and cyber strategy & policy for the U.S.
Government and international partners.
Prior to joining Fortinet, he served as the National Intelligence Manager for Cyber, the
senior Federal Executive focused on cyber intelligence within the $80B+/100,000 employee
U.S. Intelligence Community (IC). He led the creation and implementation of cyber strategy
for the 17 departments and agencies of the IC, set integrated priorities on cyber threat, and
served as Senior Advisor to the Director of National Intelligence (DNI) on cyber issues.
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Overcoming Common
AI/ML Challenges

Agencies should also consider implementing their data pipelines and machine
learning with a consistent set of data governance and security.

T

he field of artificial intelligence (AI) focuses on creating machines that can sense, react,
act, and adapt in a way that imitates human behavior. Machine learning is a subset of
AI and involves enabling machines to learn from data without explicitly programming
any type of rules. Instead, the machines rely on a combination of supervised, unsupervised,
and reinforcement learning algorithms to detect and isolate patterns within the data which
can later be used to predict future outcomes.
The United States Public Sector is
Nasheb Ismaily
uniquely positioned to leverage both maPrincipal Solutions Engineer
chine learning and artificial intelligence caCloudera
pabilities to better serve the citizen population, however what we have seen is that
federal, state, and local governments must
first overcome a common set of challenges in the adoption of this technology.
These challenges include ingesting data that arrives in different formats and with a diverse
set of protocols, providing a holistic storage engine for both batch and streaming data, preparing data using highly parallel and distributed computation engines, and operationalizing
machine learning models while providing consistent security and governance across the data
lifecycle.

Meeting The Challenges
To overcome the data ingestion challenge, it’s recommended that agencies leverage a single solution which can handle data arriving in batch or streaming with all types of formats
including structured, semi-structured, and unstructured data. In addition, the solution should
provide a low-code interface which will enable agencies to quickly onboard new data sources
that can be fit into machine learning models.
For data storage, agencies should consider leveraging a highly distributed object store that
can elastically scale to handle increasing data volumes. This storage engine should also provide open API’s enabling connectivity from a wide range of applications. In terms of data preparation, it’s recommended that agencies leverage a distributed parallel processing framework
and GPU acceleration to quickly process data on a large scale.
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For machine learning, agencies should leverage a solution that provides data scientists
with the flexibility to develop machine learning models using the programming language and
editors of their choice. This allows developers to leverage their existing skill sets to quickly
train, test, develop, and operationalize machine learning models.
Agencies should also consider implementing their data pipelines and machine learning with
a consistent set of data governance and security. Data governance enables agencies to track
the lifecycle of the data that is used to train and develop machine learning models. With data
governance, organizations will understand where the data came from, when it arrived, how it
was transformed, and who was involved in its processing.

Validity and Veracity
This provides confidence in the validity and veracity of the machine learning models through
traceability. With data governance, agencies can better understand patterns and changes
relating to the underlying data that is used to train machine learning models. This provides
a mechanism to overcome model drift, enabling developers to create automated machine
learning pipelines that re-train models based on new data and confidence thresholds. In
terms of enterprise grade security, agencies should leverage a single solution that provides
attribute-based access controls (ABAC) across the entirety of the data lifecycle.
With ABAC, agencies can ensure that all operations used to collect, store, process, and
train data for machine learning are controlled at a very fine level. Agencies should also be able
to mask sensitive information based on rows, columns, and even filters within their data. Finally, all data access should be audited, ensuring only privileged users are accessing sensitive
information at any given time to train machine learning models.
Cloudera is uniquely positioned to meet these requirements while providing consistent endto-end security and governance through their Data Platform, Data Flow, and Machine Learning
solutions. Example implementations of machine learning with Cloudera’s technology include
predictive maintenance for military vehicles where real-time sensor data is leveraged to predict equipment failure before it occurs, healthcare fraud where historical patient information
is used to identify inaccurate claims, and tax fraud where the IRS is analyzing historical tax
returns to identify underreported assets.
Artificial intelligence and machine learning are continuing to evolve. By leveraging Cloudera and adhering to these best practices, agencies can ensure that the ongoing innovation
in these fields will continue to drive, impact, and support their missions across the public
sector. n
About The Author

Nasheb Ismaily is a principal solutions engineer and a streaming subject matter expert
at Cloudera. He has over 10 years of experience designing and implementing large scale
streaming analytic solutions across the public sector. Nasheb holds a dual master’s degree
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Four Strategic AI Approaches
Executing a democratized Al strategy that will achieve
mission outcomes faster, better and smarter.

A

rtificial intelligence has only begun to drive breakthroughs in automation and decision-making across federal agencies and the citizens whom they serve. By enabling
agencies to make better decisions, streamline operations, and reduce risk, Al can
have significant impact across departments in areas such as fraud, waste and abuse, supply
chain, cybersecurity and mission specific
objectives.
Ro Dhanda
Further opportunities remain to orchesVice President, Federal
trate how this data can advance AI for govH20.ai
ernment.
Specifically, augmenting data orchestration with tools that will empower data scientist
teams to develop machine learning models quickly, accurately and responsibly will democratize AI. Agencies should consider executing on four strategic approaches to ensure that the
adoption of AI tools will expand its positive effects on mission effectiveness.

1. Make machine learning models and AI applications that are accessible, accurate and fast.
Data is often inaccessible because it is siloed, voluminous and in unstructured formats such as
text and images. Additionally, the timeline of AI outcomes takes weeks, even months, before true
value can be created and consumed. AI automation tools reduce the timeline of AI outcomes to
days by allowing data scientists to create and test highly accurate and robust models with state-ofthe-art automated machine learning (AutoML) that spans the entire data science lifecycle.
AutoML can also process a variety of data types within a single dataset. Making AutoML
accessible to data scientists of all expertise levels achieves operational excellence at scale,
allowing agencies to move faster and with transparency, save time and money, improve constituent and civil service, and foster government employee satisfaction.
Finally, As data scientists start to identify features that ensure the quality and consistency
of models specific to providing the right outcomes, platforms that make it easy to organize,
govern, share and operationalize these valuable features will increase the pace of federal
government innovation and deliver impactful AI outcomes faster.

2. O perate AI applications with agility and confidence.
For agencies to bring AI in house, data scientists must know that deployed models are operating as intended. They require a comprehensive suite of capabilities surrounding machine
learning operations that support them in the deployment, management and monitoring of
their models in production.
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It will be important to provide data scientists these capabilities on a flexible architecture
with distributed processing, optimized compute efficiency and the ability to deploy in the environment of choice. Customization should also be well supported with easy integration of
transformers, recipes and models.

3. I nnovate with an enterprise AI platform that will enable a broad set of personnel to build AI solutions.
Democratizing AI requires the merging of powerful models with intuitive experiences that users of all technical abilities can consume. Simplifying the delivery and consumption of complex solutions means that more people can access and participate in innovation efforts.
AI platforms should support rapid prototyping and solution development, while also fostering collaboration between technical teams and business users. This is the catalyst needed
to move agencies from big ideas to tangible impact with
comprehensive machine learning capabilities, robust exAI platforms should
plainability, low code development frameworks and integrated machine learning operations.
support rapid

4. C reate and manage a Responsible AI program so that AI
results can be explained, understood and trusted.

prototyping and
solution development,
while also fostering
collaboration between
technical teams and
business users.

Like humans, AI is known to make errors and exhibit bias.
Because of the types of information AI processes for government organizations, it’s important to understand and
track how algorithmic output influences human decision
making. Explainable AI helps data scientists easily understand the ‘why’ behind model predictions at both a global
level (across a set of predictions) or at a local level (for an
individual prediction).
Model performance should be easily captured and recorded with automatic model documentation that describes the experiment process, model tuning results, variable importance,
model importance, model performance and detailed settings for reproducibility.
Machine learning operations (MLOps) allow agencies to automatically monitor models in
real-time and set custom thresholds to receive alerts on prediction accuracy and data drift.
This helps guarantee deployed models are operating as intended. n
About The Author
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Meeting the Challenge
of Volume, Velocity, Variety
and Veracity
The classic “Four V’s” of big data are profoundly demonstrated
in AI/ML processing systems.

What are AI and ML?
Artificial intelligence (AI) is a branch of computer science concerned with creating self-learning
systems that can perform tasks that normally require human intelligence. From self-driving
cars to predicting the future, AI is revolutionizing the ways in which we can use data to shape
our world.
Machine learning (ML) is a subfield withSeth Kindley
Principal Data Architect for US Civilian in AI that deals with computer algorithms
that can improve themselves via training
Federal agencies, Public Sector,
data without explicit programming. It’s
and the Western United States
widely considered the most promising path
Pure Storage
for achieving true human-like artificial intelligence.
Nick Psaki
No matter the specificity of the workflow,
Principal Technologist in the Office
Pure Storage® FlashBlade® can serve the
of the CTO for North American
Public Sector
needs of the most demanding pipelines
Pure Storage
and deliver insight at unrivaled speeds.

How does Pure Storage help?
AI and ML are transforming organizations everywhere. However, data doesn’t analyze itself.
Legacy systems often can’t support the massive data pipelines required. Pure delivers:
• A massively parallel platform.
• Ultra-fast, all-flash performance for thousands of processes, to billions of objects and
files.
• Faster insights and multiple ‘runs’ to be performed over a shorter duration.
Don’t take our word for it, look at what Gartner has to say…
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The Challenge of Volume, Velocity, Variety and Veracity
The classic “Four V’s” of big data are profoundly demonstrated in AI/ML processing systems.
The unique architecture of FlashBlade delivers unprecedented scalability of I/O service to
address all four dimensions of data access, resulting in faster training runs, faster time to deployment,
and operations with ever larger data sets. Modern Learn more:
data pipelines leverage data services at a rate once
• High-Performance AI for
the realm of high-performance computing.
Federal Agencies
The massive scalability of GPU compute allows
• Data-Driven Government
thousands of processes to work on data sets simul• Smarter Infrastructure for AI
taneously, creating tremendous stress on the data
service infrastructure. Traditional storage devices
are built on serial I/O subsystems. To truly leverage
the potential of modern analytic pipelines and machine learning, the supporting data systems
need to provide massive parallelism and concurrency. Pure Storage delivers this with the
FlashBlade platform. n
About the Authors
Seth Kindley
Mr. Kindley serves as Principal Data Architect for US Civilian Federal agencies, Public Sector,
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There’s No Magic in AI—
So What’s the Problem?

At its core, AI is about the speed, scale, and accuracy in creating work product.
By extension, AI is more correctly about workforce shaping than pursuing the greatest
and latest bot, widget, or app.

I

teach graduate students; most are techies who hang out in chinos and hoodies. I also
coach corporate executives; who are mainly “corner office” occupants dressed in suits.
Nowadays, the common topic in these two disparate audiences is artificial intelligence
(AI). The motivations of both are aligned on the subject — feeling the pressure to stay relevant.
Why is this uncertainty so prevalent in both, pupils and practitioners?
AI is the product of human creativity. Its concept is simple, namely, using machines to
mimic human behaviors. The idea has been around for over fifty years, so it’s not novel. Yet,
my students act like it’s a newly discovered
Dr. Dale Meyerrose
Major General, U.S. Air Force (retired) technology revolution. And business peoPresident and Chairman of the Board ple are foggy about what AI is or does, but
they are adamant in wanting it now.
Imcon International

The Hype Obscures Reality
It is often difficult to have a meaningful discussion without the quick inclusion of underlying AI technologies as substitute descriptors of, or being synonymous with, AI in general. The
tendency to label speech recognition, machine learning, robotics, virtual agents, and a host of
other terms as AI, leads to unfocused analyses of purpose, need, and desired outcomes. Even
a well-intentioned, constructive dialog finds the need to lump AI with its underlying technologies in order to improve meaning. Look no further than the title on the cover on this magazine.
There’s no criticism intended; the fact just reinforces this point.
Both my students and clients are excited about what they hear regarding AI. But I get a
blank stare when I ask them what they want AI to do for them. AI is a general label for a myriad of technologies. I find it productive to change the direction of these discussions away from
technology altogether. At its core, AI is about the speed, scale, and accuracy in creating work
product. By extension, AI is more correctly about workforce shaping than pursuing the greatest and latest bot, widget, or app.
In terms of work product, AI comes in two flavors, automation or augmentation. You’ve likely
heard of the former expressed as the Internet of Things. Automation uses sensors, processors, collectors, and controllers that take machine inputs to create machine outputs, often
in some form of robotics. Augmentation on the other hand takes machine inputs to feed into
human actions. In my graduate-level course, I call this the Internet of Persons. The compoArtificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in Government
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nents found in this area are content overlay (such as augmented reality), immersive experience (often seen as virtual reality), and managing data & apps (robotic process automation).
Understanding the difference between automation and augmentation is vitally important if
one is going to succeed at an AI implementation.

Ready, Set, GO!

It is important not to
deal in a nuanced
language, but rather
to clarify purpose and
usage that promote a
broad understanding
among those who will
be most affected.

The starting point is not as hard to find as many make
it out to be, but only if one starts simple and builds from
there. The key is to triangulate a business problem, desired outcomes, and cultural acceptance of a potential
change — in precise terms. It is important not to deal in a
nuanced language, but rather to clarify purpose and usage that promote a broad understanding among those
who will be most affected. But at this juncture, organizations often make a critical mistake. Namely, they bring in
an AI expert to offer possible technical solutions.
Experts are smart people with deep knowledge and
are indispensable to the AI journey. However, the tyranny of experts is their inability to properly account for the broader organizational factors and
workforce implications of any given proposal. Experts make recommendations, not decisions.
Those should be left to leadership.
Before undergoing a comprehensive, process deconstruction and investing in a neural network of complex algorithms, definitively answer three questions. First, what is the value of the
potential improvement and the measure of its success? Second, is the improvement an automation of a process or is it aimed at augmenting a human component of work product? Lastly,
what kind of handle do we have on the most critical AI component — our available data? Now,
you stand an excellent chance of succeeding with the right AI implementation.

AI and Change Accelerate the Impact of the Other
When the workforce hears that AI is coming, their first thought tends toward employment
security, followed quickly by wondering about future job satisfaction. The ability to put AI in
the right context is the tipping point toward it being successful. The more people understand
the tools, methods, and logic behind such an investment, the easier it is to make AI work for
pupils and practitioners at all levels. n
About The Author
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Show Me Results

Now is the time to deliver meaningful results by embedding Automation/AI/ML
into the standard operating environment of government.

W

hen I was first engaged with agencies in conversations about Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning in Government, I often found people captivated by
what we might do and paralyzed by the steps to get there.
Using a twist on a major brand theme, I’d find myself frequently stating “just get started”.
Many agencies did get started and there are many case studies about advances in both data
and automated technologies which have been shared publicly, but it is time to move beyond
pilots to operating at scale.
Like many people, the beginning of a
Suzette Kent
new year causes me to reflect. In writing
Federal Chief Information Officer
this, it is thrilling to reflect and recognize
of the United States
that government agencies are far beyond
Chief Executive Officer
“starting”, but how do we move faster?
Kent Advisory Services
Agencies must deliver meaningful results-for mission, for citizens, for solving complex problems. There is no shortage of mission opportunity and complex problems. Although pilots and analysis are useful, results at
scale should be the target. Meaningful mission results or clear citizen impacts accelerate
the journey forward. Meaningful results garner agency priority, resource focus, and funding
commitments.
Working with the Coleridge Initiative, we collaborated with researchers, publishers, technology solution providers and a group of agencies to sponsor a competition to use AI and Natural
Language Processing (NLP) to identify how federal data are being used for research.

Redefining The Status Quo
The goal of the initiative was not about the technology, but about gaining deeper insights into
how federal data are used in research.
These new capabilities enabled the community of researchers, publishers, and agencies to
identify the most valuable datasets for research and engage in dialogues which are now propelling further research into weather events, equitable access to nutritious food and people
initiatives to support diversity. Even when imperfect, results propel further conversations and
improvements. Results motivate teams. Results accomplish missions.
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Some agencies who are delivering results talk
about their journey in terms of pioneering new
spaces, but in government, we have to move
beyond embracing new, powerful tool sets to a
place where operating in environments rich with
automated capabilities is the prevalent mode.
Status quo should not be pushing paper, correcting data entry errors or manual updates to
millions of records. The status quo should be
agencies armed with well-defined objectives,
high-quality data and evidence backed outcomes with high performance compute resources and scalable platforms environments at
the ready where capabilities like AI, ML, RPA, NLP, image, voice recognition and more can be
brought to bear based on the mission purpose.

Year Over Year Investments Pay Off
AI isn’t new; but delivering big results at visible scale is still emerging in public sector. The
foundational components of technical capabilities,
availability of quality data, scalable technical infrastructure (development tools, cloud environments,
Agency leaders need
compute power, data security and resiliency) and a
capable workforce are available inside government in
to continue to make
many places and available commercially.
AI/ML advancement a
It is time to make year over year investments in
those components part of the operating environment
priority in government
of every agency. Visionary agency leaders drive clarity
on high-priority problems to be solved. Technology and
use, enable private
data leaders are at that table to construct the solusector innovation
tion-seeking environment through which those problems can be solved.
and accelerate
Pollyanna? Look at the activities that created COVresearch.
ID-19 vaccines and distribution processes. SBA and
Treasury created new programs, at national scale, in
weeks. IRS created an automated a process that completed in 72 hours but would have taken a year to complete manually.
NOAA has shared its progress in both data and use of AI. Multiple agencies have harnessed
AI to support threat detection and intrusion prevention in cyber environments. Use of RPA inside government has reached nearly 1 million annualized hours saved. In each of these examples, if you peel back the details, you will see that automation, AI, machine learning, expanded
compute capabilities and tactical use of data were underpinning the results delivered.
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At The Crossroads
Decades of research, investment and learning have brought us to a point today where all
the key capabilities are available at scale. Today’s government challenge is to marshal focus
on common priorities and dedicate ALL the resources needed to create the operating environment where results can be delivered.
The more advanced the technology, the bigger the solutions, the broader the organizational
impact; the more people and “capabilities” you need to include in the conversation to drive
results at scale. All the pieces are ready.
Agency leaders need to continue to make AI/ML advancement a priority in government
use, enable private sector innovation and accelerate research. Congressional leaders need
to support funding and demand results. For our future, “Show me the results”. n
About The Author

Suzette Kent served as Federal Chief Information Officer of the United States from January
29, 2018 until July 2020. As CIO, Ms. Kent was responsible for setting federal IT policy and
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Ushering in AI/ML Systems
Requires a Virtuous Cycle
The preponderance of challenges associated with operationalizing AI/ML systems
center on trust and ethics.

I

t seems almost every discussion touching on the future of warfighting holds promise for
artificial intelligence and machine learning (AI/ML) fundamentally changing the nature of
warfare.
This should not be a surprise, as information has always been the key ingredient to success in warfighting. For time immemorial, however, accurate information has been difficult to
obtain. Success in combat, the theory goes, comes to those with an ability to sort through
incomplete information, assess what was probable and what was unlikely, and then decide,
ostensibly based on professional judgment honed by experience, inside the decision cycle of
the adversary.
As the world digitally transforms at a dizzying pace, data has become digital inforWilliam J. Bender
Chief Information Officer, US Air Force mation and a proliferation of sources and
sensors of data have been matched with
(retired)
incredible advances in data processing
Senior Vice President
speed and scale. As a result, the amount of
Leidos
information to consider has overwhelmed
even the most wise and seasoned decision makers.
This reality of a digitally transformed world serves to further reinforce the shift in importance from availability of information to speed of decision making. Fortunately, the development of AI/ML enabled systems can enhance human decision making — assisting humans in
a way that, despite the deluge of data and information, can lead to timely, accurate, effective
and, perhaps most importantly, trusted and ethically sound decisions.

Overcoming “Information Overload”
Before we can realistically consider that AI/ML will allow us to overcome the challenge of “information overload” and turn it into an opportunity to accomplish the mission efficiently and
effectively, it’s important to realize there are significant concerns to be addressed first.
The preponderance of challenges associated with operationalizing AI/ML systems center
on trust and ethics. Users must trust that AI will be an effective partner, enabling them to
do their jobs more quickly and effectively, rather than displacing them. System owners must
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trust that AI will be secure without introducing
new vulnerabilities or putting their most crucial
activities at risk. The public must trust that AI will
treat them fairly and behave responsibly, behaving ethically and safely.
The importance users, system owners and
the public place on trusted AI/ML enhanced and
enabled systems puts the onus on developers
of these systems to do so in a disciplined, science-based approach.
In addition to considering any unique end user
requirements for data privacy, security, and assurance,
in the technologies they develop, they must also adhere
AI/ML enabled
to a methodology of continuous development and to a
foundation of governance, if they are to ensure AI/ML
systems may help
systems that are themselves, secure, reliable, resilient,
humans be more
and ethical.
What’s called for is a scalable and iterative approach
virtuous in their
that continually builds toward trusted AI, and that is only
warfighting, helping to
possible when equal consideration and attention are
given to both the technology and a methodology that inachieve more ethically
corporates human feedback and improvements as they
occur in the field.
aligned actions

Balance Risk and Reward

and decisions,
than perhaps possible
if made by humans
alone.

Contemporary discussion on ethical AI/ML is skewed to
the point of being one-sided. Naysayers and alarmists
highlight the potential dangers associated with AI, pointing out a myriad of possible mistakes and miscalculations that could lead to dire consequences, including unnecessary damage or unwarranted deaths.
This argument, however, fails to consider the human failings and failures that form the baseline in warfighting today, where tragic consequences result from human error. When looked
at this way, AI/ML enabled systems may help humans be more virtuous in their warfighting,
helping to achieve more ethically aligned actions and decisions, than perhaps possible if
made by humans alone.
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An approach to AI/ML enablement should reflect greater balance between these opposite
views, away from AI/ML as only a risk and toward consideration of the possibility of more ethical outcomes. This will require an approach grounded in the perspectives and shared values
of multiple stakeholders, as seen through the lens of the aforementioned end users, system
owners and the public who, for example, want assurance there is no implicit bias or unfairness
in the way AI/ML enhanced systems behave and decide.
There are many other considerations and much work to be done before we might begin to
leverage AI/ML enabled warfighting systems at scale before these solutions will be trusted to
the point machines will interact with humans and assist them naturally as a teammate.
As humans develop organic trust in AI, they will also begin to better understand any associated strengths and weaknesses. And for humans to trust as they would a teammate, the AI
must consistently behave in an ethical manner — a virtuous cycle indeed. n
About The Author
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Embed AI/ML Into
Your Systems and Work

With AI/ML , agencies have a sophisticated way of finding “the needle
in a stack of needles” and being able to do something useful with that intelligence.

A

rtificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) technologies are not new. But it
has only has come to light in the past five years as part of the federal ecosystem. It
wasn’t until 2019 that Executive Order 13859 came out outlining a specific direction
for AI and ML technologies. This guidance for regulation hones in on AI and ML applications
in a couple of different areas.
First, the federal government needs to strike a balance between regulation and over regulating; fulfilling the need for regulation while recognizing the realities of implementation.
The intent is to make sure we are putting
the right types of guardrails in place around
Luke McCormack
this extremely powerful technology — but
CIO (Retired)
Department of Homeland Security (DHS) not at the cost of not getting the great use
out of it. The great use is saving a considerable amount of manpower, while also implementing a considerable amount of very sophisticated capabilities that can be put into place very quickly.
The government collects and stores bushels and bushels of very sophisticated amounts of
data. Ultimately the government needs to turn that into intelligence and with AI and ML you
can do that at machine speed.
When doing that there are lots of different dynamics around the implementation of a machine making a decision correctly and striking the balance between human insertion into that
decision making process. And there are more dynamics around what are the ramifications of
these decisions and who is held responsible when perhaps the machine doesn’t make the
right decision.
What you have here is an ability for the federal government to take all this vast amount
of data that’s producing through the Internet of Things (IoT), where there are hundreds of
thousands or millions of devices out there collecting information, and turn it into actionable
knowledge.
For example, take a look at security. There’s lots of instrumentation out there collecting
information, gathering it into these data lakes. Without AI/ML you really don’t have a sophisticated way of finding “the needle in a stack of needles” and being able to do something useful
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with it. These technologies allow you to do this
at machine speed and do it very accurately. So
being able to do this search and analysis very
quickly, while being able to do it very precisely is
significant.
This means having the in-house talent is paramount, but securing that talent is a real issue
for the federal government. You can have all the
sophisticated technology in the world, but if you
don’t have the ability to harness that from a data
scientist standpoint simply because you don’t
have the talent in-house to do it creates another set of issues. The challenge of making sure
we have good talent and that we can keep it, retain it and recruit it consistently is huge if you
want to pursue this capability in the most efficient manner.
The other aspect that needs to be embraced are the lessons learned. First and foremost
is that despite the AI/ML promise it is not a panacea. They’re not going to answer to all your
problems.

Buying Embedded AI/ML Solutions
Today, when buying AI or ML, you are buying solutions
that embed AI and ML in the product/service offering.
Using cybersecurity as an example, today you’re buying
all types of instrumentation and sensors tools to collect information. Then you need to buy some service
that uses AI and ML in the background to make use of
the information.
I think where we are headed to an environment
where you can buy a service offering from a company
with embedded AI and ML capabilities. You won’t buy
the individual tools and the speeds and the feeds that
collect the information, you are going to buy the outcome.
In short, we’ve collected the data, we’ve instrumented the data, and now we’re analyzing the data and
making good sense of it so we can find that “needle in
the stack of needles”.

You won’t buy the
individual tools and
the speeds and
the feeds that collect
the information,
you are going to
buy the outcome.
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The Future
AI and ML got its start in the DoD and the Intelligence Community (IC). Both of these have a
slam dunk use case for gathering all that information and then trying to analyze it.
But beyond DoD and the IC, there are huge opportunities to embed AI and ML into transportation, health care preparedness, border security and a whole host of additional applications. If you think about that whole mission set, what you’re starting to see are offerings now
with AI and ML being embedded into those solutions.
I think on the civilian side what you are going to see—and starting to see already—is more
of the embedded capabilities bundled into a service. That way these civilian agencies don’t
have all of the sophisticated, organic, raw skill sets in-house to get the benefits of AI and ML.
It’s getting rolled up in ways they can simply use the capability based on all the data that
they’ve been collecting. In other words, here is all this data, now pull that together and put
that in a useful way that we can make a decision on, or better yet the machine can make a
decision on. n
About The Author
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DATA—
Fueling Artificial Intelligence
Data management must address all phases of data lifecycle, and each phase
involves people, processes, technology, and governance.

W

e live in an age when technology empowers government, and artificial intelligence (AI) is enhancing, accelerating, and automating key decision-making for
federal agencies.
AI can streamline citizen inquires and processing of transactions while improving the user
experience, as well as enabling government employees to spend their time on higher-value
activities. And the good news is with every passing day, AI is easier to implement and use.

The Data Challenge
While AI might be at our fingertips and agencies are quickly establishing AI initiatives, AI models are very dependent on the quality of the
Joseph Klimavicz
datasets used to develop, train, and drive
CIO, Department of Justice (retired)
the algorithms. If the data is inaccurate,
Managing Director
has built in biases, is not complete, has inKPMG LLP
consistent data formats and metadata, or
is not relevant to the business problem, it
can negatively impact the integrity and fairness of the algorithm results.
AI algorithms also require massive quantities of data, and not all organizations have access
to massive data. This requirement can be exacerbated when training and testing must occur
with unclassified data and then operating the AI algorithms in a classified environment with
additional classified data.
Additionally, privacy regulations may limit the use of sensitive data for training models.
Data issues can arise anywhere along the data lifecycle; from finding the data, getting it, preparing it, processing it, and maintaining the data.

Improving Data Quality
After your workforce, data is every agency’s most important asset because data is critical to
all essential services, not just AI. Key aspects of a high-performing data management program include:
• Building a data strategy with a value proposition, guiding principles, goals, and objectives
• Establishing data governance to facilitate data stewardship, establish controls, and monitor data use
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• Creating a data architecture to standardized
use and optimize value of data across the enterprise
• Promoting data standards to address data
quality issues as you use the data
• Developing a Data Implementation and Investment Plan to document specific actions to
close the gaps
• Developing a data fluency program that includes everyone and never misses an opportunity to educate
First step in executing a successful data management program is appointing a Chief Data
Officer who is resourced and accountable to lead cultural change and oversee data strategy
initiatives and is capable of building alliance among business and mission leaders.
Second step is establishing a data strategy and formulating a change management/communication plan to drive lasting cultural change through effective communications and project management guidance.
Third, establish enterprise data governance that defines policies and decision-making bodies, and includes monitoring, evaluating, and reporting
on data use, data quality, data reuse, and data sharing.
The AI model
Data governance can proactively balance, remove,
or control inconsistencies that may introduce harmful
development
bias. Data approaches should be reviewed to assess
should account for
the ethical use of AI, address bias in AI testing and
training by reviewing exclusion of certain datasets or
the volume,
imbalanced distribution and confirm that representacomplexity, and
tion of individuals or groups is based in fact.
Also include tooling to monitor how model outcomes
quality of data to
evolve and trigger points to recalibrate and validate
provide a tailored
that only relevant and reliable data is used.
Fourth, create a Data Implementation and InvestAI approach.
ment Plan to drive and resource the Data Strategy initiatives.
Lastly, establish a data architecture with data standards based on industry best practices,
and initiate a data inventory, and publish implementation guidance to cover logical data reuse, services integration, and data housekeeping to support data lineage.

Robust Management Strategy
After executing the above steps, identify the organizations master reference data, and promote enterprise-wide metadata standards to enable data visibility, understandability, interoperability, and trust.
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Develop a data maturity model and perform regular maturity assessments to benchmark
and evolve the data strategy implementation to address AI innovations. Consider ‘low code’
platforms and robotic process automation to ease the implementation of your data strategy.
Finally, develop and maintain a funded data fluency program that includes teaching decision-makers about sources of data bias and implications.
In summary, having a robust data management strategy is critical for the success of AI.
Nevertheless, data management remains a challenge because it is a complex process. Data
management must address all phases of data lifecycle, and each phase involves people, processes, technology, and governance.
Domain knowledge, acquired over decades, should be leveraged in addressing data quality
issues. The AI model development should account for the volume, complexity, and quality of
data to provide a tailored AI approach.
No matter how significant the efforts to address data quality, AI algorithms will have to deal
with inaccurate or incomplete data, and alert users of potential issues. n
About The Author
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Delivering on AI Challenges—
Is this Easy or What?
Points and Pitfalls
Artificial Intelligence (AI) used for maintenance diagnostics, target/person
recognition, business decision support and mission effectiveness.

AI

seems to be infused everywhere.
AI systems are being applied in traffic pattern analysis be it for cyber threat
detection or to ensure that automotive traffic moves efficiently. We now have AI
“neurons” at the socket level of an application defending against know attacks/mistakes as
well as non-regular activities. We use AI for maintenance diagnostics, target/person recognition, business decision support and mission effectiveness.
Everyone wants it and development capabilities are being fielded to allow workers the opportunity to solve their specific problems using AI. Providing an AI engine is a start but there
are significant challenges to developing
and using an AI-based system.
Frank P. Konieczny
Expert Systems were one of the first AI
CEO
engines (circa 1965) where a user would
FK Innovation Consulting, LLC
establish a decision tree, output response
given known inputs. Analogical Expert Systems used the same decision tree but the user
evaluated the result so the system could learn.
Neural Networks are more sophisticated (circa 1959). Now with sufficient computer processing capability, they form the base for machine and deep learning capabilities. Further developments in Neuromorphic computers and the use of support tools such as graph clustering
will increase the effectiveness and the learning intelligence of AI systems.

Analysis Not Magic
But let’s remember that these AI engines are just a collection of code that has been programmed by a team of people. It’s not magic. Decisions may seem mystical especially when
we see deep learning AI systems presenting seemingly unique results. These results are derived from the analyses (segmented and recursive) of large sets of training data; sometimes
augmented with human assessment.
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Thus, the authoritativeness and completeness of the training data with relevant mission/
business data elements is essential. Fusion of
multiple data sets linked by key data elements
may be required. In many enterprises, the same
data element is in multiple systems/databases,
so ensure that only authoritative data elements
are used.
Time sensitivity of data needs to be considered to ensure data currency as well as fusion in
the same time frame. Lastly, training data/interaction must represent the complete range of use cases or inaccurate results may result, e.g.,
if most maintenance data is only for trucks, applying the results to tanks may be questionable.

Accuracy Essential
After training, the AI system’s output results need to be evaluated. An accuracy goal must be
established. Accuracy is usually based on human assessment of the results which can be
a very arduous process using SMEs and others. The assessment needs to be for complete
problem scope which may not be feasible. Various
heuristic and estimation procedures can assist but the
accuracy should be adjusted accordingly.
If the result is not sufficiently accurate, several reSince AI system is
medial actions should be considered. For example,
code, there can be an
using more related data/datasets for training, combining/weighting of key characteristics, or constraining reunknown bias injected
sults to a specific input scope. For some AI systems,
by the development
accuracy can be the effectiveness in meeting a goal
(e.g., driving to a destination) by optimizing factors like
team or by the AI
time and resource cost.
engine itself.
Since data can evolve over time due to other external factors (environment, economy, disasters, etc.), the
AI system (and the development team) must learn that
change is inevitable and adjust to maintain accuracy.
Unanticipated data values need to be assessed for additional system training or a potential
input error that needs to be corrected.
Since AI system is code, there can be an unknown bias injected by the development team
or by the AI engine itself. This can be difficult to assess since many AI engines cannot explain
the logic leading to the result. AI ethics are emerging concerning inherent biases in results
including second/third order effects with concerns for privacy, fairness, justice, and trust.
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For autonomous vehicles, ethics are a major concern since the AI system may make independent decisions based on optimizing the objective success criteria. This may lead to unpredicted behavior since multiple resulting actions can be used to meet the success criteria.
When an autonomous vehicle meets an obstacle, actions available include emergency stop,
crash, veer off. Any of these can have adverse primary/secondary effects on passengers, bystanders, infrastructure, etc. while meeting the success criteria.
As we start fielding AI systems, we need to be cognizant of these ethical/data bias concerns. The need exists for a comprehensive assessment regime (automated) where “all”
results/actions with secondary/tertiary effects are assessed before production. With AI
harnessed correctly, we have a partner to support the innovations needed to significantly
improve our overall health and welfare. n
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